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DEFORMATION OF OPEN EMBEDDINGS OF Ö-MANIFOLDS

BY

A. FATHI AND Y. M. VISETTI

ABSTRACT. We prove here for Hilbert cube manifolds the full analogue

of the ¿ernavskii-Edwards-Kirby Theorem concerning the deformation Principle

for open embeddings of topological manifolds.

0. Introduction. In [C2], T. A. Chapman proved the local contractibility

of the homeomorphism group of a g-manifold. His recent simplified proof in-

volves a certain "Handle Lemma" (see § 1 below) which does not lead directly to

the full infinite-dimensional analogue of the Êernavskiï-Edwards-Kirby Defor-

mation Theorem, nor to its corollaries, whose proofs are very formal if derived

from a good relative Deformation Principle, as explained in [EK] or [S]. We

show here how to derive a "strong" Handle Lemma from Chapman's one, using

a new "weak" Handle Lemma (§1), and then we give some indications on the

usual chart by chart induction to obtain this relative principle (§2). As an amus-

ing consequence, we prove that no g-manifold supports any topological group

structure (§3), a fact asserted by R. D. Anderson and N. Kroonenberg in their

infinite-dimensional problems list [AK], presumably on the basis of a different

proof. Among the general consequences of the Deformation Theorem, which

appear in [EK] and [S], let us mention the extension of isotopies (defined in

a neighborhood of a compactum), and the submersion theorem (see also [CK] ):

a proper submersion whose fibers are Q-manifolds is a locally trivial fiber bundle.

For more corollaries, see §3.

We want to thank T. A. Chapman for explaining to us his new proof of

local contractibility, R. D. Edwards for detecting our stupidities and for very

helpful conversations, and L. C. Siebenmann for bringing to our attention this

problem and for his helpful encouragements.

Recall that the Hilbert cube g is the countable product of closed intervals

(i.e. g = [0, 1] °°). A Hilbert cube manifold (or g-manifold) is a separable

metric space which has an open cover by sets (called "charts") homeomorphic
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to open subsets of Q. For the basic properties of ß-manifolds, in particular

those directly related to Anderson's notion of Z-set, we refer to Chapman's notes

on the subject [C3].

Our goal is to prove the foUowing:

Deformation Theorem. Let M be a Q-manifold, UCM be open, and

C C U be compact. Let D C V be closed subsets ofM, such that V is a neigh-

borhood ofD.   Then the following holds:

V(M; D, V, C;U): if h: U —> M is an open embedding equal to the identity

inclusion i: U—*-Mon UC\ V, and h is sufficiently near to i: U—+M (for the

compact-open topology), then there exists an isotopy Af, 0 < f < 1, o/A through

open embeddings ht: U—+M such that ft, = i on D U C and ht = hon D and

outside some compact set in U (independent of t and even ofh). Further the

isotopy is canonical in the sense that it is a continuous function ofh (in the

compact open topology) as h varies sufficiently near i. Also ht = i in case h

= ¿

In fact, a g-manifold has a basis of open sets which are (abstractly) open

cones on compacta (more precisely Q is homogeneous and homeomorphic to its

own cone cQ, see [C3]). So that, as is explained in §0 of [S], to find the iso-

topy between ft and ft x is a simple application of Alexander isotopies, once we

prove the foUowing weaker statement:

V'(M; D, V, C;U): Ifh:U —* M is an open embedding equal to the

identity inclusion i: U —* M on V D U, sufficiently near i (for the compact

open topology), then there exists an open embedding hx: U—*■ Msuch that

hx = i on DU C and hx=h outside some compact set in U (independent ofh).

Further the assignment h —+ hx is canonical in the sense that it is a continuous

function ofh for the compact open topology, and hx is the identity if h is.

1. Handle Lemma. Let R" be the «-euclidian space with its standard

metric, and Bn (resp. Sn~x) its unit baU (resp. unit sphere). Denote by d any

metric on 5* x R" x Q, which is the standard metric on Bk x R" and a metric

on Q. The n-torus T" is viewed, say, as the quotient space R"/8Z".

In order to simpUfy the notations, we use the foUowing conventions. Let

(k, n) be an arbitrary fixed pair of nonnegative integers. We put H = Bk x R";

Hr = Bk x re" and dHr = Sk~x x rB" (any r > 0).  Double underlining indi-

cates "stabilization" by Q; for example: Hr = Bk x rB" x Q = Hr x Q,

more generaUy X = X x Q for any space X.

1.1. Chapman's Handle Lemma [C4]. Let ft: H3 x [0,1] —*• H x

[0, 1] be an open embedding sufficiently close to the identity, which has the
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following properties:

(*)    h\Wi x [0, 1] is the identity,

(**) A \H3 x 0 is the identity.

Then one can canonically associate to h an open embedding hx : H3 x [0,1]

—♦ H x [0, 1], with the properties (*), (**) and such that hx is the identity on

Hx x [0, 1] and hx = A outside H2 x [0, 1]. Moreover hx is the identity if h

is.

We will prove below the following complementary result:

12. Weak Handle Lemma.   Let A: H6 x [0,1] —»■// x [0,1] be an

open embedding, sufficiently close to the identity, with the following properties:

(*)   h\oH6 x [0, 1] is the identity.

Then one can canonically associate to A azz open embedding hx, with the property

(*), st/eA fAa¿* Aj = A outside Hs x [0, 1], azzd:

(*♦) Aj \H3 x 0 is the identity.

Moreover hx is the identity if h is.

From 1.1 and 1.2, we deduce easily the following general version:

13. Strong Handle Lemma. Let A: Bk x 6z§" x g—>Bk x R" x g Ae

azz opezz embedding, sufficiently close to the identity with the property:

(*) AIS*-1 x 6B" x Qisthe identity.

Then one can canonically associate to A azz open embedding hx with the property

(*) and such that:

(i) h = hx outside Bk x SB" x g,

(ii) A is the identity on Bk x Bn x Q.

Moreover A x is the identity if h is.

Proof of 13 from 1.1 and 1.2. We view g as g x [0,1] by singling

out its first coordinate interval; then A is an open embedding of H6 x [0, 1]

into H x [0, 1]. By 1.2, we can canonically arrange that A becomes the identity

on H3 x 0, without changing it on bH6 x [0, 1] and outside Hs x [0, 1]. De-

note by g the resulting open embedding. Now g restricted to H3 x [0,1] satis-

fies the hypotheses (*) and (**) of Chapman's Handle Lemma, which provides

continuously for the compact open topology a straightened "handle" hx. In

particular A, =g outside H2 x [0, 1], so that we can extend it, by means of

g, to an open embedding of H6 x [0, 1] into H x [0, 1], that we still denote

by A,. If we now reintegrate [0, 1] as the first coordinate interval of the Hil-

bert cube, we obtain an open embedding A, : Bk x 6Bn x g —► Bk x R" x g

which has the required properties.  □

Proof of the Weak Handle Lemma 13.   We construct the (weakly)

straightened embedding hx in several steps, and it will be supposed implicitly at
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each stage that we work with "handles" so close to the identity that aU the

constructions are possible. We start with the given open embedding:

h:H6x[0,l]-+Hx[0,l].

1st step.  Using Edward's version of the torus furling methods of [EK], as

explained in Proposition 4.9 of [S], we get canonicaUy from ft a homeomorphism

ft of Bk x T" x Q x [0, 1], which is the identity if ft is, and has the following

properties:

(*)  ft IS*-1 x T" x Q x [0, 1] is the identity.

ft = ft on Bk x SB" x Q x [0, 1], when we identify Bk x SB" x Q x

[0, 1 ] with its image by the quotient map

q: Bk x R" x Q x [0,1] -*Bk x (BP/STT) x Q x [0,1] =Bk x T" x Q x [0,1].

Now A lifts canonicaUy, up the covering map q, to a homeomorphism gx

ofBk xR" x Q x [0, 1] =Hx [0, 1], which has the properties:

(*) gx IJ/f x [0, 1] is the identity,

(i)  gx is the identity if A is,

(ü) gx = h = ft on Hs x [0, 1].

By standard covering space theory, gx commutes with all translation of the

covering, so that gx and g\x are uniformly continuous; and even more:  the rule

A f—► gx is continuous if the source space is equipped with the compact open

topology and the target (i.e. the space of uniformly continuous homeomorphisms

of H x [0,1] with uniformly continuous inverse) has the uniform topology

(which makes it into a topological group).  From now on in this section, unless

otherwise specified, our constructions wiU be canonical relative to these topol-

ogies.

2nd step (which contains the only reaUy new idea). We need the following

results whose proof is sketched in §4:

Proposition 1.4. Let I be [0,1]. There exists a homeomorphism 0:

Hx I2 —+H x I such that:

(i)    d(6(x), p(x)) tends to zero as x tends to infinity (here p denotes the

projection HxIxI—*HxI which forgets the 2d interval).

(Ü)  l(Hx0 x 0) = Hx 0,

(iii) 6 commutes with the projection onto the factor Bk of H.

Using 1.4 we define uniformly continuous homeomorphism g2, which

depends canonicaUy on gx for the uniform topology, as foUows:  crossing gx

with the identity of the second interval /, we obtain a homeomorphism gx x idj

ofHxI2;putg2=e°(gx x idj) ° 8~x.
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g2 has the following properties:

(*) 82 'M x [°» !] is the identity,

(i)   i/Gfjix), g2(x)) tends to zero as x tends to °° in H x [0,1],

(ü) g2qi x{0})C6(Hx [0, 1] x 0) which is a fixed Z-set of H x [0, 1],

independent of g2.

3rd step.  By Chapman's canonical unknotting of Z-sets in g-manifolds

(see Theorem 5.1 and the apparatus of [C,]), we can canonically arrange that

g2 becomes the identity on H5 x {0}, without changing it on dH x [0, 1] zzor

outside some compact set.  Indeed the fact that g2(Hs x 0) hes in a fixed com-

pact Z-set (independent of g2) is enough to be able to apply Chapman's theorem;

furthermore, it is not explicitly stated in [C1 ] that the canonical unknotting can

be made with compact support, but it is an immediate consequence of the state-

ment given there.

So we have now a canonical rule g2 i—*g3 such that:

(*) g3\dH x [0, 1] is the identity.

0)  #3 =Í2 outside some compact set (independent of g2), and therefore

diSíix), gx{x)) tends to 0 as x tends to °°.

(ii) g3 \HS x 0 is the identity.

Condition (i) implies, in particular, that the rule g2 i—*g3 is continuous

for the uniform topology.
o

4/A step.   Let / be a radial homeomorphism of R" onto 5Bn, which is the

identity on 45". Crossing with the identity of Bk x g x [0, 1], it leads to a

"compression" homeomorphism of H x [0, 1] onto Hs x [0, 1], that we still

denote by J.

Property (i) of g3 implies, together with the uniform continuity of g\x,

that d(g1x ° £3(x), x) tends to 0 as x tends to °°; hence the following map g4:

H x [0, 1] —* H x [0, 1] is a well-defined homeomorphism:

!x   outside^ x [0,1],

J ° ÍST1 ° i3) ° J    (x)   forxin/7s x [0, 1].

Note that:

(*) gA\àH x [0, 1] is the identity,

¿?i x id/

Hxlxl h
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g4 = g~[l ° g3 = A-1 on H3 x 0, by properties (ii) of gx and g3 (if aU the

maps are close to the identity),
The rule gx r—► g4 is canonical for the uniform topology, this uses strongly

the fact that gx >~* g3 was so.

If we now restrict g4 to H6 x [0,1], hx = hg4 is an open embedding of

Me x [0> 1] bito H x [0,1], which equals A outside H5 x [0, 1] and has the

foUowing properties:

(*)    A, \bH6 x [0,1] is the identity,

(**) A, \H3 x 0 is the identity.

This ends the proof of the Weak Handle Lemma,   n

2. Proof of the Deformation Principle (see precise statement in §0). As

it is expUcitly underlined in [S], such a Deformation Principle holds once we

prove it for a basis of open sets, namely the relatively compact open sets whose

closure is contained in a chart (in fact a ß-manifold can always be covered by two

charts, but this yields no simpUfication here). Therefore by standard compactness

we need only to prove V'(p; D, V, Ç;]/), where t/is an open subset of /", C

a compact subset of U, D and V are closed subsets of I" with Va neighborhood

ofD.

Proof of D'O?; D, V, C; U). We consider two cases, according as C

meets the boundary bU of the (finite-dimensional) manifold U, or not.

1st case.  Cr\bU = 0.

This case follows from 1.3, by taking a smaU handle decomposition of/".

The proof foUows exactly the lines of [EK] ; see it for detaUs.

2nd case.  CC\bU*0.

Take a coUared neighborhood of bU in U. We identify this neighborhood

with bU x [0,1] ; through this identification bU is identified with bU x 1. We

can always suppose (by restricting the coUar near 9Í/ x 1 and «parametrizing by

[0, 1]) that there exist compact neighborhoods A^ and N2 of C - V C\ (bU x

0) in bU x 0 such that:

(i)   NXCN2,

(ii)   (C- V) n (bU x [0, 1])ENX x [0, 1],

(in) N2 x [0,1] nD = 0.

By the first case appUed to the closed set [D U (C n (bU-Nx) x [0, 1])]

x Q and the compact set [(C- bU x]0,1]) U N2 x 0] x Q, we can suppose

that we are dealing with open embeddings which are the identity on these sets.

Now using a smaU handle decomposition of A^2 and applying Chapman's

Handle Lemma 1.1, it is easUy seen (as in the 1st case) that we can straighten

the open embeddings on the remaining part of C x Q which is included in Nx x

[0, 1 ] x Q. This finishes the proof of the Deformation Principle,  a
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Remark.   The proof is almost the same as in the finite-dimensional case,

but we proceed in "reverse order": "we straighten first the interior and then the

boundary". We are obliged to do so because if we cross a finite-dimensional

manifold M with g, then bM x g is no longer a topological invariant.

3. Some corollaries. We give here a proof of the following result (see [AK,

p. 59]):

Theorem 3.1.   There does not exist any topological group structure on a

Q-manifold.

Proof.  Suppose that M is a g-manifold supporting a topological group

structure; take any neighborhood F of the neutral element of M, whose compact

closure lies in a chart U. By restricting V we can suppose that V-V EU.

Transporting the whole situation into the Hubert cube, we have a point x0 in g,

neighborhoods Fand U of x0, with V EU, and a continuous rulex r—>hx associa-

ting to each point in F an open embedding hx: V—* U with the property

hx(x0) = x (use the translation by x). Now, by application of the Deformation

Principle to the open set Fand the compactum C= {x0}, we obtain canoni-

cally for x near x0 an open embedding h'x: V—*U such that:

(0   h'x(x0) = x0,

(ii) h'x = hx outside some compact set independent of x.

To each x near x0, associate the homeomorphism of g defined by:

jf«-**0*^    onh'x(V),

I gx = id   outside h'x(V).

Note that gx(x0) = x, so we have obtained a local cross section of the evaluation

map atx0, p:H(Q) —► g from the homeomorphism group of g onto g (p is

defined by p(h) = A(x0)); thus we have shown that p: H(Q) —*■ g is a locally

trivial principal bundle (with structural group the space of homeomorphisms of

g fixingx0). The base g being contractible, the bundle is trivial; so there exists

a global section s: g —* H(Q) (i.e. s(x)(x0) = x for any x in g). Choose any

point x, =£ x0 and define /: g —*■ g by fix) = s(x)(Xj). It is easily seen that

/has no fixed point, but this contradicts the fact that g (being a compact AR)

has the fixed point property (see [B, p. 101]). o

We list now some corollaries of the Deformation Theorem. The proofs are

completely formal once given the Deformation Theorem, so we do not repeat

these proofs but merely give exact references to the places where they can be

found.

Theorem 3.2. If M is a compact Q-manifold, then the homeomorphism

group H{M) of M is locally contractible.
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Proof. Apply the Deformation Theorem with: D = V =0 and C= U

= M.  a
Remark.  As explained to us by T. A. Chapman this theorem can also be

deduced from 1.1.

Theorem 33. Ifht: U —* M, t E I, is an isotopy of open embeddings in

the Q-manifold M, then, given any compact set CEU, one can extend ht\Cto

an ambient isotopy ofM.

Proof.   See [EK, p. 79] or [S, p. 147]. o

Theorem 3.4.  A proper submersion whose fibers are Q-manifolds is a

locally trivial bundle map.

Proof.  See [CK, p. 151] or [S, p. 150-152]. n

Theorem 3.5.   There is only a countable number of compact Q-manifolds,

up to homeomorphism.

Proof.   See [CK.p. 149] or [S, p. 159-162], a

Theorem 3.6.  Let G be a finite group, M a compact Q-manifold and

Vk(G, M) be the space of free G-actions on M endowed with the compact open

topology.  Then FA(G, M) is locally contractible. Moreover two free G-actions

on M isotopic through G-actions are equivalent.

Proof. See [E, §2]. □

4. Appendix. We sketch here the construction of the homeomorphism 0

used in the 2nd step of the proof of the Weak Handle Lemma.

Proposition 4.1. There exists a homeomorphism 0: H x I2 —+H xl

such that:

(i) d(6(x), p(x)) tends to zero as x tends to infinity in H x I2 (here p

denotes the projection H x I2 —► H x I forgetting the second interval).

(n)   6(Hx0xQ) = Hx 0."

(üi) 0 commutes with the projection onto the factor Bk ofH.

The existence of 0 wül foUow from:

Proposition 4.2. There exists a pseudo isotopy hu: Q x I2 —► Q x /

(defined for 0 < u < 1) smcA that:

(i)    hu is a homeomorphism foru<l.

(ii)   hx is the projection Q x I2 —*■ Q x I forgetting the second interval.

(hi) hu(q, 0, 0) = (q, 0) for every q in Q.
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Proof that 4.2 =»4.1. Let <p he a function Bk x R" —> [0,1 [ obtained

by composition of the projection Bk x R" —-> R", and a function R" —► [0,1 [

which tends to 1 at infinity. Define 0: (Bk x R") x (g x I2) —* (Bk x R") x

(g x I) by 0(x, y) = (x, h^iy)) where x E Bk x R" and y E Q x I2. Triv-

ially, 0 verifies the conditions of 4.1. □

Now since the pair (g x /, g x 0) is homeomorphic to (g x g, g x 0),

it is clear that 4.2 follows (by crossing everything with g) from:

Proposition 43.   There exists a pseudo isotopy hu:QxI—> g sucA

that:

(i)   huis a homeomorphism foru<l,

(ii)   Aj is the projection on Q,

(iii) A~a(0, 0) = 0 for every u E [0, 1].

Proof of 4.3.   Using some standard coordinates permutation techniques,

4.3 follows easily from the fact the homeomorphism#: [0, l]3 —* [0, l]3, de-

fined by g{tx, t2, t3) = (t2, t3,tx) is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy

which leaves (0, 0, 0) fixed, a
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